Kitahara and Mizuno (2010) get two upper bounds for the number of different basic feasible solutions generated by Dantzig's simplex method. The size of the bounds highly depends on the ratio between the maximum and minimum values of all the positive elements of basic feasible solutions. In this paper, we show some relations between the ratio and the number of iterations by using an example of LP, which is a simple variant of Klee-Minty's LP. We see that the ratio for the variant is equal to the number of iterations by Dantzig's simplex method for solving it. This implies that it is impossible to get a better upper bound than the ratio. We also give improved results of the upper bounds.
Introduction
Kitahara and Mizuno [3] utilize Ye's analysis [5] for the Markov Decision problem to general LPs (linear programming problems), and they get two upper bounds for the number of different BFSs (basic feasible solutions) generated by Dantzig's simplex method [1] for the standard form of LP min c T x, subject to Ax = b, x ≥ 0,
where the number of equality constraints is m, the number of variables is n, A ∈ ℜ m×n , b ∈ ℜ m , c ∈ ℜ n , and x ∈ ℜ n . The upper bounds they get are
and
where x 0 is an initial BFS,x is a second optimal BFS, z * is the optimal value, δ and γ are the minimum and the maximum values of all the positive elements of primal BFSs, respectively, and ⌈a⌉ denotes the smallest integer bigger than a ∈ ℜ. The size of the bounds highly depends on the ratio γ/δ. A question one may have is how tight the bounds are. We give a partial answer to this question.
The upper bounds (2) and (3) are small for some network problems, LPs with totally unimodular matrices, and the Markov Decision Problem as shown in [2, 3] . On the other hand, it is well-known that Klee-Minty's LP [4] requires an exponential number of iterations (2 m − 1) by Dantzig's simplex method. Therefore the ratio γ/δ for Klee-Minty's LP must be big. In fact, the ratio is about 100 (m−1) , so it is much bigger than the number of iterations. We present a simple variant of Klee-Minty's LP, for which the number of iterations (or the number of BFSs generated) by Dantzig's simplex method is (2 m − 1) and values of δ and γ are 1 and (2 m − 1), respectively. Hence the number of iterations for this variant is equal to the ratio γ/δ. From this observation, it is impossible to get an upper bound which is smaller than γ/δ. In this sense, we can say that the upper bounds (2) and (3) are somewhat good estimate for the number of BFSs generated by Dantzig's simplex method.
We also show that the upper bounds (2) and (3) can be improved to
respectively, where x * is an optimal solution. Then the upper bound (4) for the variant of Klee-Minty's LP becomes
We think that this is a good upper bound for the actual number (2 m − 1) of iterations.
A simple variant of Klee-Minty's LP
In this section, we present a variant of Klee-Minty's LP [4] . The variant is much simpler than the original LP, and it has an additional property that for any integer k ∈ [0, 2 m − 1] there exists exactly one BFS whose objective function value is k.
The variant of Klee-Minty's LP is represented as
T is a variable vector. The standard form using a vector y = (y 1 , y 2 , · · · , y m )
T of slack variables is written as
The number of equality constraints is m and the number of variables is n = 2m. The variant as well as Klee-Minty's LP has the following properties
• for each i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , m} at any BFS, exactly one of x i and y i is a basic variable,
• the problem has 2 m BFSs,
• each component of any BFS is an integer, whose value is easily calculated from the equality constraints, because the constraint matrix is lower triangular,
• the problem is nondegenerate.
The optimal BFS of (5) is
and the optimal value is (2 m − 1). So we have that δ = 1 and γ = (2 m − 1). Suppose that x = 0 at the initial BFS and we generate a sequence of BFSs by Dantzig's simplex method, in which
• a nonbasic variable, whose reduced cost is maximum (in the case of a maximization problem), is chosen as an entering variable,
• if two or more nonbasic variables have maximal reduced cost, then a variable (either x i or y i ) of the smallest index in them is chosen as an entering variable.
At first, we explain the case of m = 2. Since x = 0 at the initial BFS, y 1 and y 2 are the basic variables and the dictionary for the initial BFS is
where z represents the objective function. Then Dantzig's simplex method updates the dictionaries as follows: x 1 is chosen as an entering variable from (6), and the second dictionary is calculated as
The third dictionary is z = 2 +y 1 −y 2 ,
The 4-th dictionary is
This dictionary is optimal. We get an optimal solution (x 1 , x 2 ) = (0, 3), (y 1 , y 2 ) = (1, 0) and an optimal value (2 2 − 1) = 3. The x-parts of BFSs generated are
) , which are shown in Figure 1 . We observe that
• the number of iterations is (2 2 − 1),
• any reduced cost of every dictionary is 1 or −1,
• the objective function value increases by 1 at each iteration.
We can obtain these results for any m in the next theorem. We can prove these results by using induction. We get the results for m = 2 from the discussion above. Then we will show that the results are also true for m = 3. When m = 3, the first dictionary is
Note that the nonbasic variable x 3 does not appear except for the objective function and the last constraint in (8), and that the reduced cost of x 3 is 1. So the variable x 3 does not chosen as an entering variable until the reduced costs of the other nonbasic variables becomes less than 1. While the variable x 3 is nonbasic, the dictionaries except for the last constraint are updated just as the case of m = 2. Since any reduced cost for m = 2 is 1 or −1, all the reduced costs becomes less than 1 only when an optimal BFS for m = 2 is obtained. Thus the first (2 2 − 1) = 3 iterations are just like the case of m = 2, and (x 1 , x 2 ) T -part of BFSs moves in the order of v 0 , v 1 , v 2 , v 3 . After 3 iterations, we get the 4-th dictionary
We can see that this dictionary except for the last row and the last column is just same as the dictionary (7). At this dictionary, x 3 is chosen as an entering variable, and the 5-th dictionary is z = 4 +x 1 +y 2 −y 3 ,
The nonbasic variable y 3 does not appear except for the objective function and the last constraint in (10), and the reduced cost of y 3 is −1. So the variable y 3 does not chosen as an entering variable until the algorithm stops.
Hence iterations are just like the case of m = 2. Note that the reduced costs of x 1 and y 2 in (10) are just the opposite sign of them in (9). So ( x 1 , x 2 ) T -part of BFSs generated by Dantzig's simplex method starting from (10) moves in the order of Figure 2 where the vertices generated are shown as u 1 , u 2 , · · · , u 7 ). After 3 iterations, we get the 8-th dictionary
This dictionary is optimal and the optimal value is (2 3 − 1). It is easy to check that x-parts of the iterates are Proof. The standard form of LP (5), in which all the right hand side constants are multiplied by δ, satisfies the conditions in the corollary. From this corollary, we can say that the upper bounds (2) and (3) are somewhat good estimates for the number of different BFSs generated by Dantzig's simplex method. 
Improvement of the upper bounds
In this section, we improve the upper bounds (2) and (3) given in Corollary 3.2 and Theorem 3.2 of [3] . Let z * be the optimal value of Problem (1), x
